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more than a REFINISHING
TINTING SYSTEM
COLOUR BASES

BESA supplies Serie 500 to bodyshop and
professional painters. This tintometric system was
specially designed for repainting cars and uses
highly concentrated colour bases that are mixed
using different binders to achieve products that can
be used in one or two stage systems.

Serie 500 has 68 colour bases that can
be used to create every vehicle colour in
the world. There are 35 solid colours, 10
metallized, 20 pearl, and 3 Xirallic.

Serie 500 is the colour system that best adapts to
your needs. Unlike
other systems
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available in the
SERIE 500 lets you
market, Serie 500
lets you work with
work with HS or MS
HS or MS products,
products.
depending on the
requirements and
demands of the
23.500 formulas
painter.
Serie 500 optimizes
the number of
coats applied
and therefore
increases bodyshop
productivity.

are available with
over 8.000 in colour
samples.

All pigments are non-toxic and are highly
resistant to UV light.

COLORIMETRY
One significant advantage of URKI-MIX Serie
500 with regard to many other systems
available in the market is the care taken
by BESA’s colorimetry department. Mixing
paint accurately is one of a bodyshop’s most
important tasks, and BESA works to ensure that
the end result is of the highest quality.
The URKI-MIX colour chart is a high precision
tool for the professional painter. Each sample
has been hand-painted to reproduce the colour
faithfully.

Serie 500 is designed to make application and
retouching easy. It can be used to spot repairs,
panels and for complete car repainting.

23.500 colour formulas are available with over
8,000 in colour samples.

BESA has specially developed for USA and
CANADA two binders that comply current VOC
3,5lb/gal legislation.

Each month client formulas are updated via the
internet, and colour samples are updated twice
a year.

Regardless of the binder chosen, this system
achieves outstanding vehicle finishes with perfectly
matched colours.
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Visit our website
www.bernardoecenarro.com
and download our Urkimix
catalogue.

